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Dive into the captivating world of Bulo, where 
unique furniture design, finest craftsmanship and a 
personal approach is the essence.  Established as an 
office furniture company in 1963, our family-owned 
business has evolved to craft an extensive array 
of furniture collections  that seamlessly integrate 
into workspaces and contemporary home interiors. 
Materials that appeal to the senses, timeless designs 
by internationally renowned architects and iconic 
furniture pieces. Plunge into our world and let us 
inpire you. Feel free to ask us how we can help you 
create your living and or work space to use and love 
for a long time.

We look foward meeting you.

Carlo Busschop, CEO

Welcome to 



By Bataille & ibens

H2O
H2O stands as a design masterpiece crafted by Bataille & ibens, embodying simplicity and 
versatility. With its clean lines and four cross-shaped legs supporting a sleek rectangular top, 
this table seamlessly transitions between various functions. Whether it's for work, meetings, 
or dining, the H2O effortlessly adapts to any environment. Its wide array of finishes for both 
the tabletop and legs ensures it complements any interior style with ease.

BATAILLE & IBENS

Belgian architects Claire Bataille and Paul ibens studied and 

worked together. Consistently through their entire body of 

work, they have adopted the golden section, resulting in a 

minimalist visual language that continues to feel fresh and 

innovative even decades later.









By Nathalie Van Reeth

SENSES
Senses resulted from a perfect storm of the interesting collaboration between designer, 
manufacturer, client and technology. Van Reeth organic and humanistic environment to work 
in resulted in a perfect harmony of soft shapes, rich materials and cutting edge technology. 
This collaboration gave rise to a harmonious blend of form and function, where every element 
complemented one another, resulting in the remarkable essence that is Senses.

NATHALIE VAN REETH

Nathalie Van Reeth is a Belgian interior architect. Her work is inspired 

by the perfection and refinement of form and function through made 

to measure creations that radiate harmony, intimacy and warmth.

















By Gensler

Monica & Lucca
Monica epitomizes the essence of Bulo, timeless yet contemporary, blending into various 
interior settings. Our lounge design flawlessly merges traditional woodworking and 
upholstery with innovative production techniques.

Complementing Monica is Lucca, a compact yet practical side table. With its intuitive 
wooden handle, users can effortlessly adjust its height or carry it with ease.

GENSLER

Gensler is a global architecture, design, and planning firm with 50 

locations and more than 6,000 professionals networking across the 

world. Founded in 1965, the firm serves more than 3,5000 active clients 

in virtually every industry. Gensler supports clients at every stage of the 

design cycle.













By Léon Stynen

SL58 & SLL18
The SL58 chair was designed in 1958 by Léon Stynen for the World Expo in Brussels. In 2016 
Bulo reissued the chair in close collaboration with the Stynen family while staying true to the 
original design. The chair is available in various models and colors.

LÉON STYNEN

Léon Stynen (1899-1990) was a Belgian architect. His work spans more 

than half a century of Belgian architectral history, with many successful 

and multi-faceted projects. Amongst them the De Singel International 

Art Center in Antwerp.













By Vincent Van Duysen

VVD CHAIR 
VVD Chair is an elegant chair, characterized by pure lines, a specific profile, remarkable 
ergonomic qualities and the use of innovative materials. A broad choice in lacquers, veneers 
and upholstery makes the chair complement any desk and its user.

The VVD BISTRO Collection brings accessible, comfortable, modern, and light designs. Created 
for homes, offices, and your favorite meeting spaces with colors that give it a domestic and 
welcoming character. The multi-functional collection has soft, ergonomic shapes that are 
made with durable finishes that can withstand the test of time.

VINCENT VAN DUYSEN

Award-winning Belgian architect and designer Vincent Van Duysen is 

renowned worldwide for his subtle transitions between architecture, 

interior and product design, combined with a spatial design that 

continuously aims for essence and aesthetics.













By Alain Berteau

TAB
Tab Chair is a humanistic response to the various ways we sit on a chair, created with elegance, 
creativity and discipline by Alain Berteau. The back has a flex which makes comfortable and 
ergonomic seating.

ALAIN BERTEAU

Award winning designer Alain Berteau works both residential 
and industrial projects. His creations are simple, intense and 
constantly challenging the norm. He puts as much emphasis 
on the environment and surroundings of the projects as on 
the design of the product itself









By Stéphane Beelen

SB55
SB55 is a table collection designed by Belgian architect Stéphane Beel. The design focusses 
on the V-Shaped Trestle structure in solid wood which gives the tables an architectural yet 
homely look and feel.

STÉPHANE BEEL

Award winning Belgian architect Stéphane Beel is renowned 

for his urban planning and the design of private residences, 

offices and cultural landmark buildings. His work has been 

featured in numerous international architectural magazines.









By Luc Vincent & Bulo Design

PUB&CLUB
With soft cushions and broad armrests, Pub&Club transcends the functional aspect of desk 
chair to luxurious comfort and playful aesthetics. Pub&Club is the perfect antidote to the 
rigid technical office chair, making working cosy and warm with a touch of lounge.

LUC VINCENT & BULO DESIGN

Belgian designer Luc Vincent works and lives in Brussels. 

He studied at La Cambre and for several years he has been 

a partner of Jean Nouvel Design in Paris. Now he works as 

independent designer and/or art director for multiple brands.









By Bulo Design

DAN
The name DAN refers to Japanese martial arts and means “level”. It refers to the ladder system 
of this durable and multifunctional collection that offers a combination of solid wood with 
industrial-inspired details for your office and in your home.

BULO DESIGN

The Bulo Team consist of architects, interior designers, product 

developers and craftsmen. With passion and an eye for detail we 

create products that make people find pleasure in their daily activities. 

Through exploring the unexplored we have created many innovative 

collections.








